
SKUDO (www.skudo.tech) is a young and vibrant start-up based in Tallinn/Estonia. We work with hardware-based 

encryption solutions for space and drone applications and we are now seeking for the right partners in Europe for 

applying to selected Horizon Europe (CL3 and CL4) funding projects. Our core expertise lies in the combination of 

FPGA technology with specific space protocol implementations (e.g. CCSDS) and security architectures, for 

embedded applications. 

At SKUDO we foresee a world where all data communication (especially those in the critical infrastructures, space, 

drones and government applications) are protected, encrypted and safe. We also strongly believe that at least 

within Europe we must use European-made cyber security technologies and especially encryption/authentication. 

We have developed our own FPGA chip (implementing an HSM). We designed and implemented all the functions 

within the chip entirely in Verilog without the need for any extra layers of software (firmware) nor using third party 

ready module cores. This allows SKUDO to be able to port our HSM modules to any FPGA from any manufacturer, 

thus allowing to implement it in any space grade FPGA chip. On the research side we are also looking into PQC (Post 

Quantum Cryptography) and Quantum resistant algorithms to be added to our FPGA solution.

It is our mission to design, develop, build and assemble all our solutions entirely in Europe to ensure the absolute 

safety of our products and reduce the risks of backdoors.

We have recently (July 2021) successfully completed our first ESA contract. Within that, we designed and 

developed two new Extended Procedures which modify the CCSDS SDLS TM/TC standard by adding asymmetric 

cryptography, digital certificates (X.509), mutual authentication, and a PKI. Everything is integrated in the same 

solution, relying on our HSM/FPGA chip for all the crypto primitives and demoed via a VHF (144.8 MHz) data 

packet modem link. With our new upcoming ESA contract (Q3-2021), we agreed to expand on the above and get 

space validation by using the orbiting OPS-SAT satellite providing end2end hardware encrypted data link to the 

ESOC. 

As part of our IPR, we have various Verilog cores. Symmetric encryption: Camellia, Camellia-CBC, Camellia-CTR, 

AES-GCM (fast version up to 1.4 Gbps and compact version), AES-CBC, AES-CTR. Asymmetric: Elliptic Curve25519 

(ECDH), Ed25519 (signature and verification). Hashing: Skein, SHA3-512 (Keccak) and SHA512. True Random 

Number Generator (TRNG): FIGARO. Other cores are on the making (e.g. PQC). All crypto functions are embedded 

and running in our custom FPGA chip (without OS, bare-metal) without the use of third-party libraries and brand 

independent. 

We are looking forward to cooperate with other European companies, research centers or Universities with the aim 

to build a consortium and bid on those Horizon Europe projects.
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Additional links:

Article on ZDnet: https://www.zdnet.com/article/from-encryption-to-iot-this-regions-startups-are-forging-new-frontiers-with-space-technology/

Kryptor PCB on CrowdSupply: www.skudo.tech/kryptor


